Structural and cellular biology of rhabdovirus entry.
Rhabdoviruses are enveloped viruses with a negative-sense single strand RNA genome and are widespread among a great variety of organisms. In their membrane, they have a single glycoprotein (G) that mediates both virus attachment to cellular receptors and fusion between viral and endosomal membranes allowing viral genome release in the cytoplasm. We present structural and cellular aspects of Rhabdovirus entry into their host cell with a focus on vesicular stomatitis virus (VSV) and rabies virus (RABV) for which the early events of the viral cycle have been extensively studied. Recent data have shown that the only VSV receptors are the members of the LDL-R family. This is in contrast with RABV for which multiple receptors belonging to unrelated families have been identified. Despite having different receptors, after attachment, rhabdovirus internalization occurs through clathrin-mediated endocytosis (CME) in an actin-dependent manner. There are still debates about the exact endocytic pathway of VSV in the cell and on RABV transport in the neuronal axon. In any case, fusion is triggered in the endosomal vesicle via a low-pH induced structural rearrangement of G from its pre- to its postfusion conformation. Vesiculovirus G is one of the best characterized fusion glycoproteins as the previously reported crystal structures of the pre- and postfusion states have been recently completed by those of intermediates during the structural transition. Understanding the entry pathway of rhabdoviruses may have strong impact in biotechnologies as, for example, VSV G is used for pseudotyping lentiviruses to promote efficient transduction, and VSV is a promising oncolytic virus.